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admit any peculiar sanctity of brahmans, and quite lamely sub-
stitutes " a distinguish^ man " at this point; yet at the end of VII
(q. v.) the redactor forgot himself, for he follows the original there in
referring to " brahman-murder " as the sin avoided!
2, notes 3 and 7. For " a brahman " JR substitutes a vidyasadhaka
or sadhaka; yet in the argumentum, and also in the conclusion of the
story, the man is called a brahman.
4, note 2. The original is changed in a markedly Jainistic way.
Virtue is said to be the only means of acquiring a son, instead of the
(original) propitiation of Qiva. Nevertheless the story inconsistently
goes on and has the brahman actually obtain a son by the propitiation
of — his " family deity " I Note that in this story too the word
brahman (vipra) has escaped the vigilance of the redactor of JR.
 7,	note 3.   JR of course will not honor Kysna.
 8,	note 4.   The god Vi§rui is not mentioned in BR any more than
in JR, but was probably in the original (as indicated by SR and MR).
See also 9, note 7; 10, note 6; 13, note 3; 14, notes 10 and 11; 15,
note 1 (" friend " instead of " house-priest/' the latter a characteristi-
cally brahmanical notion); 15, note 4 (brahmanical places of pilgrimage
are displaced by a Jainistic tirtha); 15, note 6; 18, notes 4 and 11;
22, note 4; 24, note 11; 26, note 7; &nd 33, note 5 (on this last, see
below, page xlviii).
Yet some cases of this sort eluded the vigilance of the Jain redactor.
For we find mention made not only of brahmans (see above under
VI, note 9; 2, notes 3 and 7; 4, note 2), but even of their deities, Vi§^u
and others. Thus in JR IV (= EL) even Bhuvanegvarl (=Parvatl) is
retained; and in various other places brahmanistic gods mentioned
in the original are not expurgated. In Story 19, to be sure, the allu-
sion to Vigil's being Bali's doorkeeper (so MR as well as JR; prob-
ably in the original) may have been kept by the Jain redactor because
it seemed to him anything but complimentary to the god*1
1 At the time when I wrote oix this point in AJP. 83.274 f. I had as yet seen only
one manuscript of MR, namely Gr, which happens to have a lacuna at this point,
so that I did not know MR's reading. The discovery thereof compels me to alter
my views exprest 1. c. to the extent indicated above, I still believe, however, that the
passage in question was merely a matter of politeness to Bali, Vikrama's host, and
that no real disrespect to Visnu was intended. It is a common form of flattery to
exalt the object of the praise by placing him above persons or deities whose greatness
is recognized. In the stanzas SB 29.4 and 5 long Vikrama is praised by a bard, who
says, with elaborate puns, that he is superior to Brahm£, Vi§$u, Wl Qiva* Does this
mean that the writer of the impeccably orthodox SR meant to attack those gods ?

